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ABSTRACT
In 17^2 Goldbach conjectured that every even number 
greater than six can be written as the sum of two odd 
primes, and every odd number greater than nine can be 
written as the sum of three odd primes. As recently as 
1931, a Russian mathematician, Schnirelman was able to 
make the first contribution towards the solution of this 
problem. By using the methods of Viggo Brun he was able 
to show that every number can be written as the sum of 
not more than 300,000 primes. In 1937» another Russian 
mathematician, Vinogradoff, was able to show by different 
methods that all sufficiently large numbers can be writ­
ten as the sum of not more than four primes.
In this dissertation we consider an analog to this 
problem. Namely, that any primary polynomial f with coef­
ficients in GF(q) can be written as
f = p+p'
where p and p/ are irreducibles and deg p f deg p'.
By the use of methods similar to those of Schnirelman 
we show that every primary polynomial with coefficients 




In this dissertation we consider sets of polynomials 
with coefficients in GF(q) , (q= Tln , TIany prime).
In the first chapter we define the density of a set 
of primary polynomials (polynomials with leading coeffi­
cient 1) as the greatest lower bound of the number of 
primary polynomials of degree n in the set divided by the 
total number of primary polynomials of riegree n. We show 
that a set of polynomials satisfying certain conditions 
is a basis for the entire set of primary polynomials.
In the second chapter, we show that the number of 
polynomials of degree n with coefficients in GF(q)(q7t2) 
which can be written as
. / p + p
where p and p'are irreducibles and deg p£deg p is XJ^gq11.
Using the results of the first two chapters we show 
in chapter three that the number of irreducibles needed to 
write any polynomial f with coefficients in GF(q)(a^2) as
f=p+ T. p' (deg p/ < deg p) 
is at most CgQ (C20 depends only °n q).
We wish to acknowledge the use we have made of the 




A, Density of Sets of Primary Polynomials.
Let A be a set of polynomials with coefficients 
in GF(q), and Ay the set of primary polynomials contained 
in A. Denote by A(n) the set of polynomials of degree n 
contained in A, and by [A(n)] the number of polynomials 
in A(n). We see that the inequality,
I^nii
holds. Analogous to the "Schnirelmann Density"* for the 
sequence of natural numbers we define the greatest lower 
bound of all values of the above fraction to be the density 
of the set A^i.e.
d(a) = g.l.b.
qn
/ /Let B C B  be defined as above and C(n) be the set of
primary polynomials of the form A/(n)+B(n-l) where §(n-l) 
is the set of polynomials of degree < n-1 contained in B, 
(B(n-1)=^ for n=o). Our first objective is to develop a 
tool for estimating the density of C/from the density of 
AX and b!
In order to proceed in this direction we assume A^n) 
is not empty, and
*L. Schnirelmann, "Dber Additive Eigenschaftin Von 
Zahlen", Mathematische Annalen. 107 (1932-33)» P» 6*+9»
2
3
1) If fcB, afeB where a*GF(q) , (a=o =*0 e B).
Under these assumptions we are able to arrive at a crude
but useful tool for estimating the density of C/from the 
/ /density of A and B. This device in the classical case is
pcommonly referred to as the "Schnirelmann Inequality" .
THEOREM l.i: d(C) > d(A) + d(B^ - d(A) d(B').
Proof, For simplicity we let d(A) = 0<, d ( B f3• We 
assume <*, /3>o (otherwise the theorem is trivial, so that
[A(n)]>ocqn , [B^n)]>/Sqn.
We denote xn+a^xn”^+,. ,+a^Atn) by the n+1 tuples
(lja^ag,. • ,a ). Now all polynomials contained in A'Cn)
are also in cfn), since zero is contained in B,
Let A'Cn)^ _ _ -i be the subset of Afn) with*• 5 1 > * * * ’ i-1J
the first i tuples having fixed values l,a^,.,. ,a^^, i,e.
Atn) q l consists of all n+l tuples in A^n)
•*•>ai - i J
of the form (1^,... ja^-^a^,... ,a^) . Now let s^,(s^<q) 
be the number of different sets A^n) rn _ _ /-i^A^n).LX,a^;•..»a^_^,aiJ
We let q-s,= er, _ _ -i, so that we can adjoin to
x  ̂ * 1. ’# ’ i»X
A'Cn) , er, -i sets of [B^n-i)] polynominals since
2Ibid., p, 652.
B satisfies 1). Hence the total number of different 
polynomials not in A7(n) that can be adjoined to A^n) in 
this way is given by
i  2 er, . _ n [ B W ) ] ,
so that [C(n)]>[A/(n)] + 2 2 en  _ 1 [B^n-l)].t=j *• > l > • • •» J
But by definition of density,
[Btn-D] >{3q11"1
so that [(/(n)] > A^n) + £ 2 ©n Q »
*=/ ll,al» * * * >ai-lJ p
But 2 2 eri -| qn"’i=qn-CA/(n) ], soLJ-»al’-**ai-lJ
our inequality can be written as,
[C(n) ] > [A'(n)] +/3(qn-[A/(n)])
> CAtn)] + /3qn-£[A/(n)]
= (1-/3) [A^n)] +/3q11.
Now since [AX(n)] ><Xqn and (1-/3) > o we have
[cfn)] > (l-/S)<*qn+/3qn
>©<qn+/3qn- ô f3qn 
or L?i.g2J. >cx.+/3 -ô /3
q
5
But since the above inequality holds for all n, we have 
d(C) > d(A) + d(B') - d(A) d(B^.
We write the inequality d(C) > d(A) + dCB^-dCA^ d^) 
in the form,
i) 1-d (C) < {:l-d(A) l-d(B)
We let be the set of primary polynomials of form
A^(n) + ^(n-l) • • .+&k(n-l) , where o<n<<=>«and A^ satisfies
assumption 1), so that we are able to make the following 
useful extension of the above ineuualityt
l-d(C^) < n jl-d(A^)
(We show this by induction on k.) The inequality holds 
for k=2, (by i). Assume,
1"d(Ck-l)
Now, l-d(C^) <




< n \ l-d(A,)
"C m  I 1
From this inequality we are able to arrive at the following 
theorem.
THEOREM 2.i: Every set A, with dU) and satisfying
1) is a basis for the set of all primary polynomials.
6
We first prove the following lemmaI 
Lemma 1.1. If [A(n)] + [B(n-l) ] > q11, then
[C(n)] = qn .
Proof. Let f-,...fr and g*p...*gg (r+s>qn) be the dif­
ferent polynomials contained in A^n) and B(n-l) respectively. 
Now if h is any primary polynomial of degree n, all of the 
polynomials
^1»^2 * * * *5 ̂ r
h-g^jh-ggj • • *• , h—
are primary of degree n. But there are r+s>qn polynomials 
in the above two rows, so that
f^=h-gk for some i<r and k<s.
Hence so ^(n)=^(n)+B(n-l)=qn since h was
arbitrary.
We are now able to prove our theorem. If we write 
the inequality
l-d(C^) <.S |  l-d(A^) | ,
as d(c') > 1-5 -
1.-1
l-d(A^)
and set A^=A for i=l,...,k we have
d(C^) > l-(l-o<)k wherec<= dU').
Hence for°^>o, and k sufficiently large we have 
<Hc£) > l-(l-^)k> I .
7
Now the above arguments hold not only for sets of primary 
polynomials, but for sets with any fixed leading coef­
ficient, Hence since A satisfies 1) we have
[Ck (n-1)]> V, qk +1>
Thus by Lemma 1.1,
Ck (n) + Ck (n-1) = qn.
CHAPTER II
A. Sets of Irreducible Polynomials.
We denote by P the set of all irreducibles with coef­
ficients in GF(q), (q^2) and by P^the set of all primary 
irreducibles contained in P* It is well known that the 
number of primary irreducibles of degree n is given by
From this identity we are able to arrive at a series of 
lemmas which are fundamental in what follows.
2) [P(n)]= 1 [ T. AA.(d) q”/d].n din
Lemma
Proof. From 2) we see that
[p'<n)]= 1 [q11* T M.(d) qn/d],
Lemma 2.2
Proof. (We note that P(n-l) = for n<2, and for n=2 the 
lemma is trivial.) For n>3 we have
Hence [P(n-l)] > (q-2) an-1 >
Lemma 2.3» Let p^jp^j...,PW ,«.. be any ordering of the 
elements peP'so that deg p ^  deg Pi+1* Then
l o g q 2 w  < C^deg p w #
Proof. We show first that [P(n)] < q11. For n=l, equality 
holds, so we let n>2. From 2) we see that
qn q"-1
10
< <>" C | +
Hence 2w < 2q^eg Pw,
and logq2w < deg pw +logq2 < C3 deg pw ,
where = 1+log 2 .
i q
Lemma 2 A, Let p c p' and Jp| = qdeg p . Then
I z IdT “log n l -1*I d«)P‘H lpl (
Proof. We consider fl 7  - log n. If we set s = f, 7  -log n, ' j:| J n i-l J
we see that sn-1 -sn= - - - log (n-1) + log n
= - - -log (1- h = -^7 + +...>0,n n 2nz 3n3
rt 1so that £ t  -log n decreases monotonically as n increases.J=l J
It is well known that
lim ( i) t -log n ) = ^ V = Euler Constant), n->»© \ i't J J
so that 3) o< "i < .Z t -log n<l.j=i j —
Thus, from 2) and 3) it follows that
Z kr -log n ^ % r — \ -log n= t -log n ^ 1 »f>iri |P| jsi J qJ 0=1 J
11
[£]/ 1 _ u  i i, n E 21 —E2Iand since [P(n)] > 5  [q - 2 q ]> -  - > 3- . S _ ,
au nv l I *sr- log n > 2 4~ — r'-log n - 2t a  1
0 = 1 ^ J=i (q-l)q^




„ Tp T -log n I1 x -
c ? 
< n
Lemma 2.5. II (1— — -)
c(cj-p<n IP1
, where - e
C^n
Proof. We have
2 log(l- ~ r ) +  2 -~-degptn IP j clê n » P\
O 0 *1 OO
= 2 2  < 2 2  
d«ĵ n m|p| dejftn »*=z.
^ a l0e(1' IP|)+
1
"m -< 2\p| liegfin ( \pj -1 ) lP|
n
< 2 ,3 < 2 _ 1
J = i j(q^-l)q^ i=i j(q^-l) “ J=i (q-1)^ q-2
Thus log n (1- + log n
cLeyftn 1P|
< -JL- + i = £li = r». * q-2 1 q-2
12
and \ log n II (1- -r~) I < C^.
. < £* n ’
Hence II (1— j~)
dag fia “ 1̂+
l> - n
Algebraic Theorems of Viggo Brun.^
THEOREM 2.i: Let 1) t>o,
k^^k-^^ • • *̂ k|. j
Tg be given for lĉ .<s<k0.
rl for l=o%
11) N^m)=| >l<m<t.
k >s >s ?. .s>k Tst# * * V or i>0hv~ » 2 l ^ ' i-
(For we se^ N^m^=o5 and for l><±Ocni_ - ^ *
Is the i^1 elementary symetrlc function of Tg with
k <s<k ,.) m — m-l
■^Edmund Landau, Uber Elnige Neuere Fortschrltte Dgr 





Sj >s>. .?>^>km Ts,** • Ts l for 0<il2t< 
Sj^k [i±]for
(For 2m <i<2t, we set =o since >m and Sj^j^Lil]-^*)
Then £ = M<m) *n.0 n i-n i
Proof. For l<m<t, o<n<i<2m we have
f 1 for n=i,
=
*-2 T ...T for n<i. 
S;-
Now if n+l<j<i, 3<2m by hypothesis, so that
[— ] <m-l,
s < k , 3 m “1
and s3^ri-l V
M
For i=o, our theorem is trivial (1=1), and for l<m<t, 
o<i<2m we have
2 = 2 2 T T Z T ...T
n-.o n n-.o 1 n «« s>-
S; * ̂  S; i
lb
where for n=o the first, and for n=i the second factor
Lunder 2 has value 1. Therefore
n-.o
2 N ^ =  T, T...T =nro n 1-11 Si Si. i
since for every system s-p...,s^ with si> »« 
either k^-jj^s^ (n=o), or sn>km-i^sn+i where o<n<i,
THEOREM 2.2: If under the hypothesis of Theorem 2,1
we set
M (m)~ ^  (-1)1 for o<m<t
1 = 0 1 “  “
we have for l<m<t




Now according to Theorem 2.1, we have
M(m)_ |? (-3.)1 Mjm)= % (-1)1 2Uo 1 t--o n=o n l-n7
= Z (-1)" M ^ * 1) Z (-1)1-" H.'1”) ,
r\i0 «-m 1-11
so that
M (m-1) n (1-T) = ¥' (-l)n M<m'1) 2 (-1)U N,(,ffi)
5 n--o n «-a u•n m-t
= Y  (-l)n (-1)U N ^  + ̂ C-l)11 2 (-l)uN^m)n-o n u -_ n   u
2m-n
r^o U.-o r \-o 4- Zm-ri+i
= M (m) + T  (-l)n M ^ - 15 ?  (-1)” N(,m).n-=.o n . . uu=2m-ri+i
THEOREM 2.3? Let t>o
k >k,>..,>ko. o 1 t
o<T_<l for k.<s<krt s t — o
Lm = n (1-Tg)> \ for l<m<t,
r(t)Let M be defined as in Theorem 2.2. Then
M(t)| < 2 n L..» t-i i
Proof. Under the hypothesis of our preceeding Theorem,
16
we have for l<m<t
o< JL(m) = Z T < - 2 log(1-T )= -log L <log(l+ & <  r .1 s « . , b m *r *t"» "V»
Thus for u>o
u t ^ m)=u! r i - Y < h -
u J  ^
Furthermore, for l<m<t
v ^  M(i) ^ m-1Z T_ - Z Nt < ~rr~ .3 >•=> 1 -  H-
We have, therefore, for o<n<2m-2
/ ,nU ,.(m) I . ^ 1 1 .  1 ^ 1Z (-1) N' < Z =r — < / 2 “77m 2m-n*\ ) visJnm+iu * 1+U (2m-n). Lj.u
1 ^ 1 <  1 __
(at-n)J 3 (2m-n>! lf2m-n
and for o<n<2m-2
nil-/111-1) < n J 2  T ...T , (nU^m~1)=l for n=o).
n  “  > W > V W  s" 71 
Hence < Z T_ < ^  ,
“  ”  s “  l+n
From Theorem 2.2 we have
M*” -1) L - M(m) I = 1 (-l)n M ^ - 15 2 (-1)“ 4 m)“ I I nto n u--2m-nv\ u
  1 < _ L _  ‘f  f a - H n
“ n-.o n i,lfn (2m-n)i 1t2m“n - V2® n'° n i(2m-n)[
17
=  V 2S ̂   H s r  ((m-l)+l)2m(2m) j U ns“ 'n ' (2m)! *+
= 1 _.2m . e2m m ^  = /e\2“ /l\2m= 1 _
(2m)!V2m (2m)2m h-2m \2 ' *+m *
Hence for l<m<t, it follows that
Summation over m from 1 to t gives 
\M(t)l -t •,
■if   -1 < 2  h: < 1
H L± m'-‘ 2
\ M(tM  < 2 n L4 .-t ^
C. Method of Viggo Brun.2
Let n>o
f be a primary polynomial of degree n,
\f\= q11 (The number of different residue classes 
(mod f)),
d be any primary polynomial,
2Ibid., p. 1+7.
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h be a polynomial of degree < degree d, 
k > o.
In case k>o, let ,p2 ,...,p^ be different primary ir­
reducibles prime to d. Let F(d;p^,... ,pk), (F(d) for k=o) 
be the number of polynomials g with
o< deg g<n, g = h(mod d), g(f-g)^ o(mod pr) for l<r<k, 
and with g of degree n primary.
We do not include h and f in our notation since f is 
fixed and h plays a minor roll in our arguments. The ex­
pression uF(d Jp^p •.. jp^) , (uF(d) for k ^  denotes the sum
of u functions F(d}p^,...,pk), (F(d)) with the sarnie f but 
not necessarily the same h. If d=l, F is independent of h,
2 if P„f f,
Let vr =
1 if Pr | f,
which in each case is exactly equal to the number of residue 
classes (mod dpp) with
g e h (mod d), g(f-g) =. o(mod pp) -
We show this as follows!
i) If pr f̂ and g(f-g) = o(mod pr), Pp(g. But (d,pr)=l
so that the set of congruences g=h(mod d) , g = o(mod pr) 
has a unique solution (mod dpr) by the Chinese Remainder 
Theorem.
19
li) If pr|f and g(f-g) = o(mod pp), pp| g or Pr|f-g.
But as above, each set of congruences g= h(mod d), g= o(mod pr) 
and g=o(mod d), gsf(mod d) have solutions (mod dpr).
THEOREM 2J+: 1 F(d) - I < 1 .
| I
Proof. Since g=h+td, deg d > deg h, d and all g of degree 
n are primary, we have for
i) deg d=n, FCd)^ so that F(d) - — v̂ -j- “o,
ii) deg d<n, F(d)=2qn”deg d so that F(d)- =o,
iii) deg d>n, F(d)=l or o, so that  ̂F(d) — “d'eg'̂ d'-nĵ 1 *
THEOREM a.1?: For k>o,
F(d jP-̂ j • • • >Pĵ ) ~F(d ,p^,... — vk^^^k»Pl* * * * *
Proof. F(d^p^,...jp^) is equal to the number of g ;s with 
o<deg g<n, g of degree n primary, g = h(mod d), and 
g(g-f)^o(mod pr) for l<r<k decreased'by the number of 
the above g ys with
g(g-f)= o(mod p ^
(The number of g s to be subtracted is exactly
vkF(dpk ;Pi,...,pk_i.))
20
THEOREM 2.6: F(d;p.,...,p.)=F(d)- Z v F(dp Jp-,...,p ,).
lir.ita I ri T
Proof, If k=o, the theorem is trivial (F(d)=F(d)). We assume 
the theorem true for k-1, and prove it true by k. By Theorem 2.5
F(d jPj♦ • • • >Pjĵ  ~F(d,p^,p2 > • • • , " vk ^ dpk ’pl’ * * * ,pk-l^ *
But F(d*p1 ,p2 ,...,pk_1)=F(d)- Z vrF(dpr;p1 ,...,pr^1) by 
induction hypothesis, so that the theorem follows.
THEOREM 2.7: FCdJP;,,... ,pk)=F(d) - Z v F(dp )
liP.tW. 1 *
+ 2 V T P l d p j J P j ...... ).
lir̂ r.tk \ z \ z 3.
Proof. Application of Theorem 2.6 gives 
F(d;P]L,...,pk)=F(d)- Z vi;̂ p<dpP|>
- Z v F ( d p p  ;p.,,..,p ,) 1
 ̂ ' 2- 2 /
THEOREM 2.8: Let t>o
k ^ k ^ k .. .>kt-1>kt>o
then F(i;p1 ,...,pk)<F(l)+ 2Z (-1)1 Z v v ...v F(p ...p )
i-'l r1»,",(,u 1 2 c 1
+ Z v
K  * #V (V  * #Pr2»pl» • • • ,pmin(r-l,kt)





Proof. (By induction on t). We let d=l, so by Theorem 2.7 
we have
F(i;p,,p2,...pk) = F(l) - 2 v F(p )
+ 2 v v F(p p ;p .,p )
and certainly
F(prpr̂ p1,.. *Pr̂ i) £ F(prlprz»pl» * * • ̂ minCr-ljkj) ̂ 
so that theorem is true for t=l. Now if the theorem is 
true for t, it follows for t+1, since from Theorem 2.7 
we have
F(Pj..««Piopl »• • • ,pmin(^-l ,kt) *
=F(p ,..p ) - 2 v F(p ...p )
I 2t 2-tvi I 2bl
+ x v v f (p ...p )
'WV.i 1 ****
where case and r2t+2 take on a11 integral values
in the ranges!
1 < r2t+1 < min(r2t«l,kt)
1 < r2t+2 — r2t+l"*̂  m^n(r2t+l"^,̂ :t̂  *
Now we can replace p_ , by pm, /„ , . % behind the last
zaz mln^r2i+2"1,K^
22
comma in 5) without decreasing F, so that theorem follows,
THEOREM 2.9; Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.8
F(i;Pl,...,pk) <F(1) + 2 (-1)1 2 v • • • v Ftp .. .p )
K <-r' . Ti ri rL
where the r*s satisfy conditions *+).
soProofs PCp^.-.Pp^) > F(Pr|“ *PrjPi>‘*-iPmin(riri )̂ ) ^ 
that the proof follows from Theorem 2.8.
THEOREM 2.101 Let the hypothesis of Theorem 2.8 be
satisfied, and the r^s satisfy conditions b). Set
V_ v2i A r, T{_S = 1+ Z (-1)1 S -
I M  !p r j  
then F(l,p1 ,...,pk) < 2qnS + 2*n (.ZkJ2.
Proof. From Theorems 2.3 and 2.9 we have
F(i;p1 ,...,pk) < 2qn+.2 (t-1)1 2 V ...V ■ -■ ■
1 K ‘■=1 \ r> rt- lprj * • • \prc\





i = i 0 . - , ^
zi i
I- 2 2 1 1
L -i 0 <
23
< 2qnS+ 22t+1 II k2
m=o m
= 2qnS+ 2 n (2k )2w=o m
D. Number of Polynomials In pfn) + P(n-1). (n>2).
THEOREM 2.111 Let deg f>2, and P-p...,Pk be an
ordering of the set of primary irreducibles (deg p^<deg P^+^) 
with
ii < Ip | < qn/c?
for a given constant Cy>1. Then 
P(i;p1,...,pk) < C13
n/rRemark. If decreases, q ' 7 increases so that 
F(1Jp^,...,Pk) does not increase.
Proof, i) For 2<deg f <3G^, we set
F(i;p1,...,pk) <c9<c10 ^  ^  ^




2 b /so that 1-T^> 1 - YJ > /£• We now se-t k = k 0 and
be the smallest number >o with
l  = n (i-T ) > V 5.
According to this k^<kQ , so if k^>o let k2 (<k^) be the
smallest number >o with
l2 = n (i-T ) > V 5.
If we continue this process we arrive at the following 
set of numbers,
t>o
k=k0>k^ > „. .>k̂ .>o 
with L = n (1 -T ) > V e  for l<m<t.
m  ̂ S ‘V ,  “  5
We see, therefore, that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.8 are 
satisfied. Besides we have for l<m<t-l
d-Tk ) im = n (i -ts) < V 5,
7 5  V 5  14. , , 3
and Lm< T^tT < 9777 = T5 = (1' 13?5 < (1' •
Now from Theorem 2,10 we see that S = M ^ , (Since for , 
the notation s^>k^-^-s^>o), and Theorem 2.3 gives
I S \ < 2 5 Lj .» 1 j-
25
It follows from Theorem 2.10 that
FO-Jp-p...^) < lfqn n La+2 n'Q (2km)2.
We now proceed to find upper bounds for
*+qn S Lj and 2 (2k )2.l-l 1 tl\3 0 “
Lemma 2*6* 2 'fi' (2k )2 < Cn ~m=o m B n 2
Proof. From Lemma 2.5, we have 
and from Lemma 2.3, C-* deg p > log 2w, so thatJ w Q
M1„nŝ (1" 1pTj < ^  " I5S$SF ’ where (c6=c3°5>-
If we set n (1- —~ )  = A , we see that 
s=i lpsl
c c
log (2k ) < -c----—  = - 1 s n (1 - -ri-r).9 If (1. _1_) ^ V «Vi |PS[
■5=1 |Psl
On the other hand, (1- 1 < 1- 3 + 3 <1- 3 + 1lpsl lp4 IM* lPS| I'M




¥ f l LJ
CA
< f  a - 1 V■ w )
2C/- 00 i m 270C: — £ t.A m̂ o (1" T & >  = A
0,. >2 . 270C6
logq(2km) <
t-1 OHence log„ II (2k ) <
t-i
and 2 11 - m- \m-o A
From Lemma 2.5, we have
i =  x _ = £z_
A n , ^ (1- lir5 °6n
so if we set = l+270c| we have
(*i° Cl \
2 L  (2V 2 < 2 qn ^ r“ C‘W  < 0 8 a ! ,
2
where Cg=2(l+270Cg) , since for n>3(l+270c|)
Q ( - ^ H Z r ) yH ^t + znoC^J*
•c n11Lemma 2.7. ^q11 II L. < C,, %  Z 7^7 .
■*■=1 1 n 9(f \S|
2
>  fi 1 - -L
Proof, n L,= II ( 1- -4s-)< n ( 1- 1 4s' |Psl
«i 1 -sm \ lpslj“ 5=‘ V lps| j n Yi- —
ir-|f|̂ n/c\ lpl
A 2
,5 a - i V
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Now from above
A*= f n (i- J - ) Y  < ^
lpl ) n2/c2 n
a n d -----L _ — _ = n L— L _ \  n (1+ J L ) .
n <1- mr) -i—  M s  \plfif lpl \ \pi2 J
But n /— ^  V  T. -L-x = ?  -§t = —
P \ "iS?) 3 1 J' q '1
&  (1* T*r> s £ -fr •
We see therefore, that
V 1 n L,< bqn ^ 1 . 2  T7 T = C1P ~  2
U» 1 n2 q“1 91* l?l 12 n2 9W lgl




q" x, 1  _u „  q'
_n n
C (C1 0-^o) ~  2  =C, -3 2 “  .12 8 n2 9lf Igl 13 n2 S« 'gl
Since 2 — 7* >1, and Cir<C10.
3U lgl 10  12
THEOREM 2.12. Let N(f) be the number of solutions of 
f=p+p/ where deg p^fdeg p.
Then for deg f>2 n
N(f) < C-.. 2- S -i- .13 n2 Sit IS I
28
Proof, We now let 0^-2 and consider the following cases: 
i) If deg ^6=30^, then
N(f) < I  < ci3 2 ? s _1_
ii) If deg f>6 ? f=p+p'where deg p or p'< t},
N(f) < 2qn/ 2 < Clk ~  2
14' n 91f |g|
dn n/p (C^^>Gllf since —g  > q ' for n>8).
iii) If deg f>6 , f=p+p'where deg p and p' >
N(f) < F(l,Pi,...Plt) < C 1 3 2-?, ^
since Pj»P2»•••?Pk consists of all primary irreducibles
such that 11< |p̂ | < q ^2, and p^J p, p^ j'f-p=p/.
Lemma 2.8. 2 I^Cf) <
n
Proof. Since N(f) < Cn0 2 — , we have
n 91-f |g|
2n
2 N2 (f) < 2  C2 V  2 -i- 2 -Ar
f  -f 1 3  n  9tf |gl W  r1 1
d.ecjf=n
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< 4 "  Ti z s ThT-13 n Jo m  lg w  lh l11 <tes4-n
We let {gjhj- be the least common multiple of g and h 
and observe that deg [g,h] >deg g, >deg h. Hence
deg g,hj>i>deg (g.h). It follows that
2  ^ y 1 — ^ ^ 1 ^
*_  91F |g |  hlF \ h \  c^ ggro  d a g v ,*  j g . h j
"n ci®3 F-rj
< i  I  . . ________ a L _
d e g 9:0  dĉ W=o \
< qn S $d,^ |g#hj jg.hj&
< qn 5  1  -i- = c
deĝ ro |gp2’ |h|̂ -
J/z 2
where C, c= (— 3— ) = ----2— _
15 q -1 (q'^-l)2
o o «3n „3nHence | JT(f) < C13 C.^ = Cl6
Clag fa ^
THEOREM 2.13! Let [p(n)] be the number of primary 
polynomials contained in P^n) + £(n-l). Then
[P(n)] > Clg q11.
Proof. From Lemma 2.1 and 2.2 we see that
30
n n 2n
S / N(f) = 2 1 > 2C, 2- C, J- = c19 V
•fs P(f\) cU9tj»ti»')=n n
d-ê-9 f deg p1
where C.^ = 2C1C2 .
Now by Lemma 2,8 and Schwartz^s Inequality we have
q2 / \2 3n
it < | S N(f)) < [Ptn)] 2 N^f) < [Ptn) ]Cn ̂  V ”
n If«Pin) J  f6 p(m 15 n
so that 2
Ptn) > p Z  q11 = Clg qn.16 10
CHAPTER III
A . Sums of Irreducible Polynomials.
We adjoin to the P of irreducible polynomials the 
set P(o) = I a[a6 GF(q-) , (i.e. To the set Pxof primary 
irreducibles we adjoin P(o)=l.) From 2) we have
/ a11[P(n)] < ~  , so that
d(p') = g.l.b. — < g.l.b. i =o.
o i d i o o  q  o-rni<=o n
We have shown, however, that
, _  [P(n)]  ̂ Cl8 qI1 _ „d(P) S.i.b. > g.l.b. - Cl8
o « n i * °  q  s i  q
—•/ /  Awhere P(n) = P(n) + P(n-l) so that we are able to prove 
the following important theorem.
THEOREM 3.1; The number of irreducibles needed to 
represent any polynomial g, (deg g>l) in the form
g = p+ Z p'
o < d e g /d d e g p
is at most C2 0(q).
Proof. The results of Theorem 2.1^ hold not only for
31
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primary irreducibles but for polynomials with any fixed 
leading coefficient so that P satisfies condition 1).
If we let F^(n)=P^(n) + PgCn-l)*.. *+PjJ.(n-l) we have 
for k sufficiently large
rV<ac > l- (i-cl 8 )k  >  §.
Hence by Lemma 1.1 we have that the number of irreducibles 
needed to represent g in the form
g= p+ T, (p/or constant)
degf'-tcfegfo
is 2k=C19. Now if
g=p + T. p'+ c,
dag ft's dtp f>
we write g=p + 2  p/+(x+c)+(-x) = p+ 2 p/
cfey p ’tdeg jo decjpLcttfjp
so that g can be written as the sum of Ci9+1 =G20 *rre- 
ducibles.
33
B. List of Constants.
C = r; = £LZ5L 
C1 2 q-1
C3 = 1 + logq2
Cb q-2
Cc = e *
C5 for q>ll
c 5
Ct? n (— — r -) for g<ll




P 2C8 = 2(l+270c|)
n .
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